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Technology News 
Windows XP Review  

 

Microsoft released the latest version of the Windows operating system without the usual propaganda and 
fanfare.  They saved the advertising money for their new XBox entertainment system instead - which is a far 
bigger gamble for the company with competition from Nintendo and Sony.   Microsoft has pretty much 
monopolized the whole PC market with the Windows operating system already and almost all new computer 
systems come packaged with XP.   The long-term outlook is inevitable - just about everyone will end up 
running XP within 1 or 2 years on some computer - whether we want it or not.     
 
I installed Windows XP on my son’s computer.  It is an inexpensive Intel Celeron 633mhz with 256 RAM 
and running Windows ME.   The installation itself was smooth and the previous program icons appeared and 
the associated applications worked fine.  But there are some hassles with hardware setup, I’ll explain later. 
 

Windows XP - the Good, the Bad and the Ugly  
The Good 

• The computer boots up somewhat faster to get to the initial work screen.  In fact it takes about half 
the time of my other Windows versions to get started working.  We have Windows98 and Windows 
ME on our other computers in the office to compare.  So far so good.   

 

• The monitor was perfectly centered and balanced on the initial run of XP.  I have had trouble getting 
a perfect picture on the $149 (flat screen emulation) monitor attached to the subject computer.  
Windows XP seems to have automatically adjusted to the ideal display and the color is much more 
vivid.  Nice touch.   

 

• The Windows main work screens have a new look and take a few minutes to get used to.  It looks 
like they tried to dumb down some elements – particularly the Control Panel – and add cute pictures 
of common controls to help casual users find stuff faster.   However, there is an option to switch to 
the “classic” look of previous Windows desktops.   The new work area features are user-friendly and 
I had no problem getting all my programs running.  The MS-DOS-prompt is accessed by clicking 
/Accessories/Command Prompt.   No mention of DOS is listed within Windows XP, but the 
Command Prompt seemed to have all the same properties as other versions of DOS (read more on 
DOS and HTR on page 4). 

 

• Crashes and freezes eliminated?  This may be the key issue with this release of Windows.  The 98 
and ME versions frustrated everyone with unexpected system failure and that message from hell 
“Windows has detected…. must shut down”.  So far we have not had an instance of that, but there 
was one freeze up during the running of a video game, but it resulted in program closure only and the 
computer remained operable.  The jury is out though and I haven’t used XP long enough to invite 
disaster yet. 

 

• Internet dial up modem access was quickly achieved and the upgraded connection module seems 
very stable.  Internet page loads and browser movement was as swift as could be expected for a 56k 
modem.  Download speed seemed the same and there was no hassle when using the “download cart” 
on our subscriber web site the first time.  Biggest improvement was the color, detail and orientation 
while viewing web pages and graphics.  It appears that the enhancement to our video display is the 
biggest plus so far with using Windows XP.   

 
That ends the good.  Turn the page for the rest of the review. 
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Windows XP Review 
 

The Bad 
• There is no noticeable increase in the speed or quickness of running software.  Windows XP is not 

the answer to improved computer efficiency.  Common MS software such as Excel and Word were 
operating as before, perhaps a tick slower.  It would appear that the DOS-HTR applications load with 
more of pause and feel somewhat more sluggish while moving from screen to screen in XP.  This 
improves if you switch from Window mode to Full Screen mode.  If the objective of a new operating 
system is to load and enhance software with an increased tempo, then XP fails to deliver.  The games 
and graphics did experience greater clarity and color, but this is all part of the improvement in the 
video output mentioned earlier.   

 

• There is nothing revolutionary or fantastically ingenious about Windows XP.  It appears that they 
have continued the process of correcting bugs in Windows 98 and NT and combined the knowledge 
into one platform.  The previous OS upgrades of Windows ME (home users) and Windows 2000 
(business and network) were not widely appreciated and some voiced upset with paying more for 
something that was essentially a bug fix from the previous versions.  If computer crashes are 
prevented (and data loss averted) then XP is a step in the right direction.  But why spend the money 
on an upgrade that appears to be basically a new paint job if you are not currently having problems 
with Windows crashes?  Furthermore – read the ugly below for good reasons why not to upgrade. 

 
The Ugly 

• The biggest controversy and frustration with Windows XP is hardware configuration.  Users are 
reporting that the upgrade will not identify or activate peripherals such as printer, monitor and 
various storage drives and game accessories.  When I installed XP it did not identify the monitor or 
printer with distinction.  Both were only about a year old, yet generic drivers were installed.  
Initially the display looked great with perfect centering and vibrant color as I mentioned.  However, 
some programs, including HTR2001, looked distorted and squished in XP.  The manufacturer web 
site had an updated XP display driver for our specific model.  After installing it, everything looked 
fine.  I was surprised that XP configured the hardware generically without prompting the user for the 
optimal driver.  Casual computer users may not know what to do.     

 

The printer is still causing me problems.  Every time I boot the computer it displays “found new 
hardware” and installs its own printer driver.  It does this without allowing me to decline.  I keep 
deleting the XP driver because it does not support DOS printing and is a generic ink jet setup.  My 
LexMark printer nicely supports MS-DOS print emulation on other versions of Windows.  But as of 
this writing, I cannot get that printer and Windows XP to come together.  Printing from DOS-HTR 
has proven impossible on two older printers as well.  The LexMark web site did not yet offer an 
updated XP driver, maybe that will be the answer later.  As for Windows software, the printer works 
ok, but is definitely slower to get moving and takes considerably more time to do large print jobs.  
 
Windows XP Summary and Advice 
It is my firm opinion to avoid upgrading to Windows XP if your computer is operating satisfactorily 
at the moment.  Why face the hardware hassles with a Windows upgrade that has little to offer in 
terms of performance or ingenuity?   If you buy a new system in the coming year it will almost 
certainly have XP pre-installed.  This will insure that most of the peripherals are setup properly to 
start with.  But don’t expect that your older hardware will take to XP seamlessly – it probably won’t.   
 
In good old days before foreign competition, American car-makers purposely built models that 
would break down in a short time and have to be replaced with parts that they made and sold.   It 
appears that Microsoft is using that same business practice with the Windows OS.  The bugs and 
crashes in Windows are all big news that get attention – and apparently more sales. 
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Tech news for HTR Users 

Last Stand for MS-DOS? / An HTR-DOS Upgrade! 
 

The rumors have been ripe for years about the demise of MS-DOS from Microsoft operating systems.  Many 
predicted the end would come with Windows XP for sure.  But like an unwanted relative that hangs around 
the house too long, the command prompt (same as previous DOS-prompt) is still there in the latest and 
greatest Windows version.  The monarchy at Microsoft didn’t want to include it in the XP release, but its 
hand was forced by a public unwilling to upgrade if their beloved old programs and games were not 
compatible.  There are still millions of us worldwide that run DOS applications every day or use the 
command prompt to ‘get under the hood’ and manipulate files.  It is a heck of a lot easier to use the simple 
command > DEL *.xxx than to engage Windows Explorer and try to highlight all those files for deletion into 
the Recycle Bin. 

 

There are two other likely reasons for retaining DOS compatibility in Windows.  The first is the horrifying 
thought that the operating system would become a close cousin of Macintosh OS.  MAC users have never 
had the ability to enter the underlying file system and type commands to manipulate files and folders.  They 
have to cut and paste everything and click folder icons.   For those of us raised on MS-DOS, the ability to 
quickly copy, delete and move around the directory system is second nature.  The other reason might be the 
recent cult popularity of the Linux-OS that also uses command line functions.  It could have been that 
Microsoft executives knew that if DOS were eliminated, many people that use computers for a living would 
have considered replacing Windows with Linux!   

 
During the last several years it has become more and more difficult to print DOS screens from Windows.  
Microsoft put pressure on manufacturers to sticker their inkjets with “for Windows OS only” and they did 
not include a DOS print driver in the setup.  To overcome that problem with HTR-DOS it has been necessary 
for users to tweak their Printer folder in the Control Panel or get a DOS print driver from the Internet.  I fitted 
most of the later HTR programs such as Impact and PRAT with a print-to-file capability so the output could 
be brought into text viewers such Word Pad and be printed from Windows.  The current upgrade to the 
standard HTR program does the same with most menu items. 

 
The following features have been added to the HTR-DOS program.  For the latest information on the 
upgrade please see page 12.   
 

• The program has been given a fresh coat of paint and any bugs found since the last upgrade 
have been fixed.  Date on this version is “December 2001”.   The loading of the races after the 
Handicapping button has been clicked will move very rapidly to the next screen in this version 
and should hold more files than previous versions. 

 

• Print-to-File is available for Full Card options 1-8.  Mark the ‘print-to-file’ check-box at the 
bottom of the menu and then click the menu item you want to export.  The name of the file 
holding the data will be displayed.  You can then import this file into any Windows text viewer 
or word-processor to view and print the data.  These files will “append” each time you export 
the same track and date.  This allows you to send multiple versions of the same report if you 
want to view different paceline modes. 

 

• The Alerts/Longshots option has been updated.  Users have complained that too many horses 
were being displayed.  Some of benign comments have been removed and others revised.  
Typical will be the situation in the extreme – such as “trainer ice cold” – really cold now.   I also 
updated the longshot criteria to locate the most likely $20+ horses for you.  All other program 
data remains the same throughout. 

 

Note on Paceline Selection Modes.  While HTR2001 has revised paceline method (4) entirely and 
slightly enhanced PL-5, the DOS paceline selection matches the previous version and also matches 
all other DOS applications such as HTR4MSA and TLC.   
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Handicapping 
Get the Horse Into the Race 

 

Ichiro Suzuki of the Seattle Mariners, winner of this year’s American League MVP, excels with his playing 
philosophy of “just put the ball into play”.  Because he is so quick as a base runner, even a lazy grounder can 
get him on if the fielder hesitates or makes a slight bobble.  Baseball coaches have been telling players this 
from day one – hit the ball onto the field somewhere and make things happen - force the other team to beat 
you by working for it.  Ichiro hates to take a base on balls, particularly when there are runners in scoring 
position, so he will hit bad pitches just to get the ball in motion and compel something to unfold.  
 
Can the same principle be applied when looking for race contenders?  It’s worth thinking about. 
 
To get his mount into the race, the jock needs to position the horse in the forward group early.  
Thoroughbreds racing on dirt are at a severe disadvantage if they cannot make a move somewhere in the first 
half of the race.  Do you get upset with a rider that burns up your horse in a speed duel?  Some jockeys are 
very aggressive at pushing their mounts into the thick of it as soon as the bell rings.  Recognize these eager 
ones as go-getters, a positive sign.  If riding a speedball, isn’t the obvious course of action to send the horse 
and hope something unfolds in its favor.  We know from our Fr1 studies that huge longshots will score 
primarily when they exhibit early speed velocity and the race unfolds unexpectedly in their favor. 
 
One of my favorite betting opportunities occurs due to the scratch of a potential duel.  When there are two 
obvious speedballs entered in a race, the public (correctly) assumes a suicidal battle for the front will occur.  
One of the front-runners will usually have significantly lower odds than the other.  If the low odds horse is a 
sudden late scratch with just a few minutes to post – the coup is on.  Now the longer odds speed demon will 
have the front end alone without any pressure and can cruise wire to wire.  Most bettors won’t have enough 
time or inclination to reassess the situation and change their wager.   
 
Even without a scratch, a quick longshot front-runner is often an excellent bet if facing a battle.  Things can 
happen – maybe the other early speed stumbles at the start or is rated off the lead per the trainer’s 
instructions.  Or a jockey isn’t willing to send his horse into a suicide duel with the longshot.  The point is 
that no matter how high the odds or difficult the early battle looks on paper – if the jockey gets him into the 
race (“put the ball in play”) events can unfold that are not predictable on paper.   
 

Good Effort Defined 
In his landmark 1979 book – Computer Discoveries in Thoroughbred Handicapping – Dr. William Quirin 
defined an important term, the “good race” on page 9.  He used this item throughout the book for some 
interesting data analysis.  Quirin had limited material to work with then, and the definition was very generic.  
His good race concept was entirely based on the horse finishing 1-2-3 or a factor of beaten lengths at the 
finish.  If a runner finished 3rd by 10 lengths in a field of five, it would be awarded the good status under the 
Quirin guidelines.  The 1979 definition would allow too many undistinguished horses to receive the label of 
good these days.  And more importantly, it does not address internal race effort.  Doesn’t an all out blitzing 
speed duel with fast fractions to the top of the stretch constitute a strong performance by a front-runner?   
 
We want to redefine the concept of “good effort” to accomplish several things. 
 

• Give credit for “getting into the race” to horses and jockeys that engage the pace early. 
 

• Make sure the new definition defines less than half of all actual race efforts – we don’t want to assign the 
label of “good effort” too generously. 

 

• Keep the definition constant for future testing and inclusion into HTR programs and data export. 
 

• Make it a simple formula so it can be understood instantly from the past-performance lines. 
 
Turn the page and review the HTR definition of “good effort” and some revealing statistics. 
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Handicapping 
The Good Effort Concept Defined and Tested 

 

Here is the HTR definition of a good effort that we will utilize herein and for future software inclusion  
 

Good Effort 
• Within 1 length at the 2nd call.  This is always past the half-way-mark of the race at all 

distances.  The 2nd call is at 4f pole in sprints and 6f marker in routes.  OR 
 

• Within 2 lengths at the Stretch Call.  The Stretch Call is always 1/8mile from the finish.  OR 
 

• Within 3 lengths at the finish.  The time it takes to run 3 lengths is always less than 1-second at 
every distance.   

 

Any race performance (or past-performance line) that doesn’t meet these requirements will be 
considered not good for our analysis. 
 
Some of you may remember that Quirin’s beaten length requirement for a good race was a bit tighter in 
sprint races - within 2 lengths was the rule.  He based his concept on perception more than actual arithmetical 
benchmarks.  The 3-length rule at all distances serves us well for statistical measurement within typical 
distance spread between 5.5 and 9-furlongs.   
 
My first question is what percentage of all race efforts are good efforts? 
 
Fast Dirt Races 5.5 – 9.0 furlongs    Good Efforts in the thoroughbred race population. 
 

Type         Good Effort     Not Good 
All horses                   46.4%                      53.6% 
 
What do these percentages mean?  It indicates that on any given day, or in any sample of race efforts, 
approximately 46.4% of the individual race performances will have fulfilled the good definition posted 
above.  This does not mean they all won or even finished in the money.  It does tell us that at some point 
during the race they were part of the tussle, were pushing themselves toward the lead.  Those 53.6% in the 
not good category failed to assert the minimum effort necessary to be competitive by our standards.      
 
When I was testing various parameters for good effort one of my goals was to achieve a 50/50 ratio of good 
vs. not good.  This is always the target of any contender method – to eliminate half the field.  Quirin’s 
original formula these days arrives at a ratio favoring the good races, particularly in routes where the field 
size has shrunk to about 7.9 entrants in North America.  In our case the ratio will always tilt slightly toward 
the not good so we can isolate the factor in the minority and not inflate the number of contenders to more 
than 50% overall.   
 
From Dr. Quirin in the 1970’s to HTR in the 21st century, the theory is the same regarding 
the identification of good races.  If we can predict how many and which horses are likely to 
be thrust into the heart of the race, we may be able to ascertain an outcome that the public 
doesn’t expect.  Heavy favorites are most vulnerable when they are faced with challenges 
from multiple good effort race foes.  The greater the number of good effort challengers to 
fight off - the higher the volatility of the ending.  Longshots can score when things unfold in 
their favor, if they are placed into a contending position to begin with.  
 
All we ask of the horse and rider is an honest effort for our $2.  If you bet consistently on 
value priced overlays that are likely to get involved in the heat of a race, they will pop for 
you more than you expect.  Exacta and trifecta wagers require finding such runners to hit 
the board.  Our challenge is to locate them before the gate opens. 
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Handicapping 
Predicting Good Effort – Understanding the Statistics 

 

On page 8 we will do something different with our test data.  Instead of examining a factor for its 
predictability to win or make money (ROI), we will test it for good effort predictability.  Normally we test a 
factor for win% and ROI to determine its worth.  The example chart below should look familiar  

 
Fast Dirt   5.5-9.0 furlongs   Non-maidens   365 day sample-all tracks  
Item          %Horses         Win%           I.V.         ROI 
 

Favorites     12.5         32.4         2.59        0.81 

 
Now look at the next chart using the same test group (betting favorites)  
 

Fast Dirt   5.5-9.0 furlongs   Non-maidens  365 day sample-all tracks 
Item              Ran Good %   Not Good %    Impact 
             

Favorites          71.3       28.7       Very Strong 
 
Here is the key to the data. 
 

%Horses 
This is the percentage of all entrants that qualify for the listed Item.  In this case, the item is betting 
favorites.  There is only one favorite per race and they represent 12.5% of all horses that went to post in this 
data sample (fast dirt races 5.5-9.0f, non-maidens). 
 

Win% 
The percentage of the betting that won their race.  In this data sample the favorites won more than 32% of the 
races.  That means they lost some 67.6% of the races too! 
 

I.V. 
The impact value is found by dividing the Win% by the %Horse.  Another label for %Horse could be 
expected win%.  We expect that with a sample showing 12.5% of all horses qualifying for the item, they 
should win 12.5% of all races to achieve the benchmark impact value of 1.00.  Betting favorites won far 
more than their expected share of races (32.4%) and thus a strong impact value of 2.59.  High impact values 
do not necessarily portend to profits however. 
 

ROI 
Return on investment per dollar wager.  The ROI for betting favorites in this sample was a meager 0.81.  
Expressed another way: “we lost 19% of our money by betting on chalk.”  That is the fatal consequence of 
betting on favorites despite their powerful impact on the outcome of races.  ROI is computed by wagering $1 
on each horse that qualifies for the Item and dividing the total cash return by the amount wagered.  
 

Ran Good-% 
Now perusing the second chart.  This is the percentage of qualifying horses that ran according to our good 
effort definition on page 6.  Did you know that better than 71% of favorites will put forth a good effort?  That 
is an enlightening statistic.  About 1/3 of all favorites will win, but more than 7 in 10 will give it a solid try. 
The public absolutely over-bets favorites in the win pool, but they do a credible job of predicting the horses 
that will give an honest effort in the race. 
 

Not Good-% 
This is just the converse of the previous group.  In this data sample, 28.7% of the betting favorites failed to 
put forth enough exertion to meet the standards for a good effort on page 6.  
 

Impact 
Regular impact value can be deceptive when the data involves a variable (good effort) that can be met by 
multiple horses in the same race.  Remember our expectation of 46.4% for the good group is much higher 
than the expectation for winning a race.  I will just label the impact of the factor to predict good effort instead 
of listing a number, which should help you clarify the percentages shown.  In the case of wagering favorites 
we have already discussed the impressive predictability of running a good effort.  
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Handicapping 
Predicting Good Effort 

 

Let’s apply the good effort concept some real world data we can pull quickly from HTR.  The first method 
sums the rankings of Fr1 and Fr2 and compares it to the field size.  Again, for the test we’ll use fast dirt 
surfaces and non-maiden races only.  Age, gender and class (other than eliminating maidens) are not 
separated.  I will make three distinct distance categories.  Paceline mode (5) was used for calculating the 
velocity numbers. 
 
Add together the Fr1 and Fr2 rankings.  For example    

Slowpoke is ranked 5-Fr1 and 7-Fr2, his total is 12 
Bulletman is ranked 1-Fr1 and 3-Fr2, his total is 4 
Osomagic is ranked 3-Fr1 and ranked 4-Fr2, total is 7. 

 
Compare the total above to the field size and place the horse in one of the three categories    

Group1 – Total is half or less the field size number.  Expected strongest group for race effort. 
             Group2 – Total is equal to or less than field size (but not qualified for the Group 1 above) 
             Group3 – Total is more than the field size. 
 
Assume the three fictional horses shown in the example are entered in a race with a field of 8    
 

• Slowpoke has 12 points which greater than the field size of 8, so he goes into Group 3 
• Bulletman has 4 points which is half or less than 8, so he is a Group 1. 
• Osomagic got 7 points and that is less than the field size of 8, but not low enough to qualify for Group 1, 

so he goes to Group 2. 
 

The chart below gives you more detail regarding the (Fr1 + Fr2)/field size grouping scheme.  Peruse the 
chart to be sure you understand how horses are slotted in the three groups. 

 
Field Size        RANK (Fr1 + Fr2)           Group  
 

   12                     6                     1 
   12                     8                     2 
   12                    14                     3 
 

   11                     5                     1 
   11                     6                     2 
   11                     8                     2 
   11                    11                     2 
   11                    13                     3 
 

    9                     4                     1 
    9                     5                     2 
    9                     8                     2 
    9                    10                     3 
 

 
For this test and the one that follows on page 10, I tested three separate dirt distance categories   
 

1. Short sprints from 5.5 to 6.0 furlongs.  Six furlongs is the most commonly run distance in North America 
by far.  It is important to understand the dynamics of those races by themselves.  Adding the 5.5 furlongs 
fills out the data for this group but is a very limited minority partner in the final output. 

 

2. Longer sprints from 6.5 to 7.5 furlongs AND 1-turn mile races from CD, AP, AQU and BEL.  These 
longer dashes often have entirely different characteristics for early speed and race placement than 6-
furlong races.   

 

3. Two turn routes from 8.0 – 9.0 furlongs.  Belmont is the only track that runs the middle route distances 
around 1-turn, its data is included in this category.  At a few tracks, such as FPX the routes are run 
around more that two turns due to the 5/8-mile circumference.  These unusual races are included in the 
data but combine to less than 2% of the overall sample.    
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Handicapping  
Method Test Results 

 
The charts below are the test results from the (Fr1 + Fr2)/Field Size using the groupings described on page 8.  
Notice the distance breakdown in the header of each chart.  This first one, for example, examines only 5.5-6f. 
 
Fast Dirt   5.5-6.0 furlongs   Non-maidens   365 day sample-all tracks  
Item       %Horses    Ran Good %    Not Good %     Impact 
 

Group 1     7.1        64.3         35.7       Strong–prices galore 
 

Group 2    41.4        54.7         45.3       Moderate predictability 
 

Group 3    51.5        40.1         59.9       Poor–as expected 
 
Fast Dirt   6.5-7.5 + 1-turn mile   Non-maidens   365-day sample-all tracks  
Item       %Horses    Ran Good %    Not Good %     Impact 
 

Group 1     6.0        59.9         40.1       Very Good–many longshots 
 

Group 2    42.2        52.1         47.9       Fair 
 

Group 3    51.8        42.2         57.8       Weak 
 
Fast Dirt   8.0-9.0 routes   Non-maidens   365 day sample-all tracks  
Item       %Horses    Ran Good %    Not Good %     Impact 
 

Group 1     5.3        51.3         48.7       Dull–less than expected 
 

Group 2    38.7        47.5         52.5       Neutral 
 

Group 3    56.0        39.8         60.2       Poor 
 
Analysis 
Using the HTR velocity rankings and a simple method of comparison with field size we can predict with 
strong conviction the horses that are likely to contend for the outcome.  In the common short sprints, nearly 
2/3 of the Group-1 entrants will give it a go and get into the race at some point.  Remember, we have done 
zero additional handicapping here.  The Group-1 horses at 6.0 furlongs produced a bounty of longshot 
winners – further testament perhaps to the power of HTR’s Fr1 rating. 
 
Noting the chart with favorites on page 8.  The good effort prediction rate with public chalk is over 70%, 
outstanding, but most of them are going off at 5/2 or less on the board.  The Group 1 horses listed here held 
average odds of over 7/1.  That is something to sink your teeth into!    
 
Group-2 horses are those with ratings that add up to approximately the field size.  In a field of 10, a horse 
ranked 5/Fr1 and 5/Fr2 would qualify.  Despite the apparent mediocre total ranking, these horses will give us 
a good effort better than half the time.  Group-3 is easily the largest population.  Yet those runners were only 
able to run a good one about 4 in 10 times. 
 
The 6.5 – 7.5 (including 1-turn mile) were nearly as revealing as the shorter sprints.  Group-1 horses are 
often great overlays at these distances.  Not the case with two-turn routes however.  The results were 
disappointing and offer no definitive advantage at these distances. 
 
Quirin speed points are another method for quickly evaluating the possibility of a good effort.  On page 10 
we’ll discuss and test their merit with actual race performance.  I have updated HTR2001 to reflect the exact 
speed point computations as found in Dr. Quirin’s book (page 32-44).  HTR-DOS used a simplified method 
of computation that avoided zeros, yet was about 90% accurate to the original.   
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Handicapping 
Quirin Speed Points and Predicting Good Effort 

 

Let’s first review the speed points and their meaning while pointing out the new look they will have within 
HTR2001.  To avoid misunderstanding with other rankings that are viewed with “1” being best, the Quirin 
points will be shown with a plus sign (+) in front of those computed from 1 to 8 points.  A zero will be a 
legitimate total.  With Quirin speed points, the higher the number the more likely the horse is to display early 
speed on the track. 
 

Note: the tests below will group the speed points into three general categories so it doesn’t matter if you are 
looking at the old or new version of HTR or any source to take advantage of the information here.  
 
Explanation of Quirin Speed Points (Qp) as will be shown in HTR2001. 
 

Qp          Meaning 
 

+8          Going to the front come hell or high water.   
+7          Will almost always battle for the lead 
+6          Usually shows some early foot 
+5          Sometimes runs early 
+4          Marginal – can run early but not usually 
+3          Rare to show early speed 
+2          Will likely take back off the pace 
+1          No early interest 
0          Always at the rear half of the pack 
(blank)     Not rated, first time starter or no data 
 
Test groupings for Quirin points 
 

Group-1    7-8 Qp 
Group 2    4-6 Qp 
Group 3    3-0 Qp (blanks not counted) 
 
Quirin Speed Point Groups tested for Good Effort 
 

Fast Dirt   5.5-6.0 furlongs   Non-maidens   365 day sample-all tracks  
Item       %Horses    Ran Good %     Not Good %      Impact 
 

Group 1    13.7        67.4         32.6         Strong  
 

Group 2    33.2        54.5         45.5         Moderate  
 

Group 3    53.1        39.2         60.8         Weak 
 
Fast Dirt   6.5-7.5 + 1-turn mile   Non-maidens   365-day sample-all tracks  
Item       %Horses    Ran Good %    Not Good %     Impact 
 

Group 1     9.3        66.7         33.3      Excellent–overlays galore 
 

Group 2    28.4        56.6         43.4      Good-surprising  
 

Group 3    63.3        40.5         59.5      Weak-expected 
 
Fast Dirt   8.0-9.0 routes   Non-maidens   365 day sample-all tracks  
Item       %Horses    Ran Good %    Not Good %     Impact 
 

Group 1    13.2        61.6         38.4       Very Good-surprising 
 

Group 2    33.4        50.1         49.9       Dull-unexpected 
 

Group 3    53.4        35.5         64.5       Very Weak 
 
Analysis 
The results here are encouraging.  First thing that struck me was the Group-1 qualifiers are double the size of 
the previous test.  All three Group-1 samples had excellent results.  The big surprise was in the route 
category where the Group-1 horses performed far better than the previous test.  Quirin speed points have 
much merit toward predicting performance and may be the most useful and lasting legacy of Quirin’s 
brilliant 1979 book. 
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Handicapping 
Final Thoughts - Good Effort 

 

The concept of good effort prediction instead of attempting to unearth the winner is the philosophy of a 
professional player.  Longshots rarely look best in the data.  The public does an excellent job of finding the 
most likely horse to contest the outcome and get to the winners circle as we have seen.  The philosophy of 
‘find the most probable winner on paper’ has been built into the culture of horse race handicapping for 
decades. That is why tout-sheets and phone selectors and preposterous systems still sell.  We want to believe 
that a structural, methodical and consistent approach to locating the winner is out there.  In our deepest heart 
we know that is not going to happen. 
 
To transcend this paradigm it is necessary to discard the habitual approach of factually looking for the best 
horse.  Instead focus on those entrants with generous odds that are likely to put themselves into the body of 
the race and make it a contest.  Early speed on dirt answers the call nicely.  Turf is another story and we will 
investigate it in the future.  As for wet tracks and muddy conditions, the previous pages would apply for sure. 
 
The Quirin speed points have remarkable predictive ability.  I was unable to find another single factor that 
would rival the good effort results shown on page 10.  Even my more sophisticated approach with the Fr1 + 
Fr2 could not come up with better percentages.  So the Qp’s will take a prominent place in HTR2001 and the 
numbers don’t stop at the individual point assignments either.  I am also adding two additional features that 
utilize the speed points and will appear in the next version of HTR2001 (see page 12)  
 

• Percentage of points.  Add up all the Quirin points for the field and divide the individual numbers.  This 
gives a great perspective on the potential for contested early pace.  Read page 34-44 of Quirin’s book for 
more information and his statistics regarding this. 

 

• Total of top three best Qp’s.  Sum the top three Qp’s in the race.  The resultant total will be a pretty fair 
meter of expected pace pressure.   

 

Handicapping does not end with the Quirin speed points as the single evaluator.  But it should begin with 
them along with appraising the running style and Fr1 / Fr2 / EP numbers to evaluate the likely momentum of 
the race early.  The HTR velocity factors are a generous and powerful source for longshots as we have 
proven over the years.  Late running contenders cannot be ascertained with speed points, so we need f/p/s 
data and final time speed ratings to broaden our perspective on any race.   
 
At the conclusion of the film Platoon, narrator Charlie Sheen voices: “in the end, we were not defeated by an 
enemy, we defeated ourselves.”  This seems to be the case with most horseplayers that work so hard to find 
the winner in every race and curse the gods when they don’t make any money.  Forget about picking winners 
and start targeting horses that will give you an honest effort at a decent price. 
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Late News 
 

Monday December 3 
HTR-DOS update.  Includes print-to-file capability on eight full card items.  Revision of the Alert/Longshot 
report (menu item – 4) to strengthen the output.   
 

Tuesday December 4 
Subscribers - change the Internet IP address for downloading from HTR  http://64.214.103.232/ 
 

Friday December 7 
HTR January Handicapping Tournament rules, dates and entry information posted. 
 

Monday December 10 
HTR2001 major upgrade posted.  Includes new Ultimate Early Speed screen, full card printing, 
Quirin speed point inclusion (as discussed herein), first export function beta-test….and more. 

 
 
HTR is a service of – 
 

KM Software 
PMB 315 
5024 Katella Ave 
Los Alamitos, CA  90720 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
Free HTR website (software updates):  www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Monthly Report is an on-line newsletter and is normally completed at the end of each month, then 
placed on the HTR member (download) web site.  This is not a free publication.  Monthly members of HTR 
can view the newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  If you are not an HTR 
download customer, or prefer a printed version mailed to you, a newsletter subscription is available for a 
$79/year.  Comments and suggestions are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1993. 


